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Network World 2001-06-18 for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large
organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce
MOBILE COMMERCE 2022-12-19 once the treasured piece of the elite class mobile phones have now become a prerequisite of every commoner from schoolchildren to pensioners from bureaucrats to fruit vendors all depend
greatly on their mobile phones now the reason can be given to its impeccable potential to perform various applications efficiently within no time this book on mobile commerce gives an in depth insight on the role of a mobile in
revolutionizing various industry verticals specifically business and commerce the book in its second edition shows the evolution of a mobile phone from a mere gadget meant for communication to a smarter one performing
business transactions the book is divided into seven parts discussing basic concepts technologies key players new products security and legal aspects the future trends and the case studies the book also discusses various
technologically advanced handheld devices like smart phones pda s laptops tablets and portable gaming consoles in detail besides the basic technology and concepts involved in application of mobile commerce is discussed
comprehensively the important concepts like mobile marketing mobile ticketing mobile computing mobile payments and mobile banking are discussed vis a vis latest technologies like wireless and mobile communication
technology digital cellular technology mobile access technology including 5g and 6g systems the book also throws light on the issues such as mobile security hazards and the necessary measures to protect against the same a
chapter is devoted to laws governing the mobile phone usage and its privacy the case studies are provided elucidating the role of mobile commerce in the real life scenarios this book is intended for the undergraduate and
postgraduate students of computer applications electronics communication engineering information technology and management new to the second edition introduction of 5g 6g technologies introduction of new mobile
payment technologies implementation of new security technologies development of new mobile commerce services applications various advanced mobile computing systems implementation of new it rules target audience bba
mba bca mca b tech m tech electronics communication engineering
Computer Applications for Bio-technology, Multimedia and Ubiquitous City 2012-11-28 this volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international conferences bsbt mulgrab and iurc 2012 held as part of the
future generation information technology conference fgit 2012 gangneung korea in december 2012 the papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions and focus on the various aspects of
multimedia computer graphics and broadcasting bio science and bio technology and intelligent urban computing
Designing the Mobile User Experience 2007-03-13 gain the knowledge and tools to deliver compelling mobile phone applications mobile and wireless application design is complex and challenging selecting an application
technology and designing a mobile application require an understanding of the benefits costs context and restrictions of the development company end user target device and industry structure designing the mobile user
experience provides the experienced product development professional with an understanding of the users technologies devices design principles techniques and industry players unique to the mobile and wireless space
barbara ballard describes the different components affecting the user experience and principles applicable to the mobile environment enabling the reader to choose effective technologies platforms and devices plan
appropriate application features apply pervasive design patterns and choose and apply appropriate research techniques designing the mobile user experience provides a comprehensive guide to the mobile user experience
offering guidance to help make appropriate product development and design decisions gives product development professionals the tools necessary to understand development in the mobile environment clarifies the
components affecting the user experience and principles uniquely applicable to the mobile application field explores industry structure and power dynamics providing insight into how mobile technologies and platforms become
available on current and future phones provides user interface design patterns design resources and user research methods for mobile user interface design illustrates concepts with example photographs explanatory tables
and charts and an example application designing the mobile user experience is an invaluable resource for information architects user experience planners and designers interaction designers human factors specialists
ergonomists product marketing specialists and brand managers managers and directors within organizations entering the mobile space advanced students partnership managers software architects solution architects
development managers graphic designers visual designers and interface designers will also find this to be an excellent guide to the topic
AndroidアプリUIデザイン＆プログラミング　アイデア固めからユーザーフィードバック分析まで 2010-12-06 魅力的なアプリをつくるには プログラミング力とともに 独自のアイデアと 心地良いインタフェースをデザインする力が必要です 本書では アイデア固めにはじまり アイコンデザイン ui設計 androidの特徴を活かしたアプリ構造の設計 プログラミング マーケットへのリリース ユー
ザーからのフィードバックの分析まで 一連の開発プロセスを順に説明します また開発プロセスをそのまま 本書の章構成にしているのも特徴です
Seamless and Secure Communications over Heterogeneous Wireless Networks 2014-01-30 this brief provides an overview of the requirements challenges design issues and major techniques for seamless and secure
communications over heterogeneous wireless networks it summarizes and provides detailed insights into the latest research on handoff management mobility management fast authentication and security management to
support seamless and secure roaming for mobile clients the reader will also learn about the challenges in developing relevant technologies and providing ubiquitous internet access over heterogeneous wireless networks the
authors have extensive experience in implementing such technologies over heterogeneous wireless networks thus enabling them to bridge the gap between the theoretical results of research and the real practice combining
basic theoretical concepts and practical implementation this brief is ideal for professionals and researchers in the field advanced level students interested in computer communication networks and wireless technologies will
also find the content helpful
Soft Computing 2005 for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations
readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic
commerce
The Netsize Guide 2009: Mobile Society & Me, when worlds combine 2001-06-25 this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for hybrid cloud infrastructure industry we
are very excited to share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely
China Telecom Monthly Newsletter October 2010 2021-08-06 gameaxis unwired is a magazine dedicated to bring you the latest news previews reviews and events around the world and close to you every month rain or shine
our team of dedicated editors and hardcore gamers put themselves in the line of fire to bring you news previews and other things you will want to know
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Network World 2007-09 mobile phone security and forensics provides both theoretical and practical background of security and forensics for mobile phones the author discusses confidentiality integrity and availability threats
in mobile telephones to provide background for the rest of the book security and secrets of mobile phones are discussed including software and hardware interception fraud and other malicious techniques used against users
the purpose of this book is to raise user awareness in regards to security and privacy threats present in the use of mobile phones while readers will also learn where forensics data reside in the mobile phone and the network
and how to conduct a relevant analysis
T-Byte Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure July 2021 2012-03-29 this volume one of a two volume set is from the august 1999 hci international conference papers presented in munich germany human computer interaction
communication cooperation and application design focuses on the informative and communicative aspects of computer use a larger number of contributions is concerned with computer supported cooperation using a wide
variety of different techniques in keeping with the increased focus of hci international 99 on internet issues and aspects of the global information society many papers in this volume are centered around information and
communication networks and their implications for work learning and every day activities due to the growing number and diversity of groups utilizing modern information technologies issues of accessibility and design for all
are becoming more and more pertinent a range of papers in this volume address these issues and provide the latest research and development results
GameAxis Unwired 1999-09-01 explorations of science technology and innovation in africa not as the product of technology transfer from elsewhere but as the working of african knowledge in the sti literature africa has often
been regarded as a recipient of science technology and innovation rather than a maker of them in this book scholars from a range of disciplines show that sti in africa is not merely the product of technology transfer from
elsewhere but the working of african knowledge their contributions focus on african ways of looking meaning making and creating the chapter authors see africans as intellectual agents whose perspectives constitute
authoritative knowledge and whose strategic deployment of both endogenous and inbound things represents an african centered notion of sti things do not always mean the same from everywhere observes clapperton
chakanetsa mavhunga the volume s editor western colonialist definitions of sti are not universalizable the contributors discuss topics that include the trivialization of indigenous knowledge under colonialism the creative labor
of chimurenga the transformation of everyday surroundings into military infrastructure the role of enslaved africans in america as innovators and synthesizers the african ethos of fixing the constitutive appropriation that
makes mobile technologies african and an african innovation strategy that builds on domestic capacities the contributions describe an africa that is creative technological and scientific showing that african sti is the latest
iteration of a long process of accumulative multicultural knowledge production contributors geri augusto shadreck chirikure chux daniels ron eglash ellen foster garrick e louis d a masolo clapperton chakanetsa mavhunga neda
nazemi toluwalogo odumosu katrien pype scott remer
Mobile Phone Security and Forensics 2017-06-16 ambassador dr robin renee sanders new book on the rise of africas small medium size enterprises smes is an insightful examination of the dramatic shift in the
development paradigm for sub saharan africa driven in large part by the imaginative innovative and insta impact leadership of the regions small businesses or smes smes have helped drive economic development growth and
aided in increasing the size of the continents middle class sanders says with the introduction to the book by renown civil rights leader ambassador andrew young and the foreword by sub saharan africas leading businessman
mr aliko dangote sanders book credits the determination of africa smes and entrepreneurs which includes african nationals immigrants and african americans for stepping into the void left by 40 years of post independence
development approaches that had little impact on reducing overall poverty and creating jobs in the region africas dynamic entrepreneurial spirit of generation xers and millennials are and have formed smes and social
enterprises that today are responsible for conceiving and inventing many of the new apps and answers to address the regions age old poverty issues sanders emphasizes africa smes are not only a key driver for jobs but serve
as an additional catalyst to grow the middle class sanders argues that it was the rise of the africa sme converging with technology and its mobility that has changed over the last decade the focus and direction of development
in sub saharan africa the book has a few vignettes from sanders diplomatic life and work as ceo of the feeeds advocacy initiative with africa smes over the years as well as regional examples of some of innovative things africa
entrepreneurs are doing in sectors ranging from agriculture and food security to energy and climate change the book also walks readers through what donors foundations and african stock markets are doing today to help in
the sme space sanders ends with recommendations of what more can be done by donors african governments and the new u s administration to further assist africa smes particularly the group she calls the critical mass and
those at the fragile end of africas middle class
Human-Computer Interaction 2017-02-08 multiple user interfaces allow people using mobile phones lap tops desk tops palm tops or pdas to access and read information from their central server or the internet in a coherent
and consistent way and to communicate effectively with other users who may be using different devices muis provide multiple views of the information according to the device used and co ordinate communication between the
users multiple user interfaces engineering and applications frameworks is the first work to describe user interface design for mobile and hand held devices such as mobile phones given the proliferation of books on web site
design in the late 90s this promises to be the forerunner in a new wave of books dealing with the issues specific to small screens limited memory and wireless transmission it also deals with problems relating to multi user
functionality and sharing the same application over various platforms offers a comprehensive account of state of the art research combines human and technical aspects including social interaction workflow hci system
architectures provides practical toolkits guidelines and experience reports includes contributions from leading experts at all the key institutions virginia tech concordia university lancaster university ericsson intel with such a
unique and cutting edge approach researchers and developers working on user interface design in companies manufacturing handsets and other portable devices university hci groups and companies providing web based
information services for delivery to hand held devices will find this indispensable
What Do Science, Technology, and Innovation Mean from Africa? 2005-01-14 the practitioner s guide to user experience design breaks down the essence of what it takes to meet a customer s needs and shows you how to
apply these principles while working in tech sell a hamburger run an airline build a website no matter how simple or complicated your business is there s one thing that determines if it s a success or not the customer from
finding your inspiration to creating prototypes this book pulls from case studies research and personal experience to give you the tools and tactics you need to survive in the fast paced world of ux design
The Rise of Africa’S Small & Medium Size Enterprises 2015-01-06 device miniaturization wireless computing and mobile communication are driving ubiquitous pervasive and transparent computing supporting these rapidly
evolving technologies requires middleware solutions that address connectivity level location dependent and context dependent issues the handbook of mobile middleware is an exhaustive overview of recent developments in
the various fields related to this infrastructure software authored by internationally recognized experts this advanced reference integrates valuable insight gained from actual system deployments it begins by presenting mobile
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middleware requirements and technologies then offers solutions organized by such challenges as mobility disconnection handling location based support and context based support this volume focuses on the application
domains in which mobile middleware has demonstrated its feasibility and effectiveness and details the pros cons and trade offs of each solution the book also analyzes future directions of mobile applications including wearable
computing ubiquitous entertainment and context dependent distribution
Multiple User Interfaces 2016-04-19 open innovation increases the profit of companies and organizations via the input and the adoption of new ideas that are transformed into new processes products and services yet how do
we ensure that adopters of such innovations focus on relevant problems and use appropriate methods how should we manage open innovation technologies how can we exploit distributed knowledge and inventions and how
can we promote them successfully on the market with valuable lessons to be learned from academic research and industrial experiences of e g intel nokia philips healthcare small municipalities e learning platforms and user
communities this book focuses on some of the key dimensions of open innovation and open innovation technologies it is divided into three themes theme 1 deals with open innovation as it is in use today including theoretical
underpinnings and lessons from related research fields theme 2 analyzes the use of open innovation in organizations today in order to extract best practices theme 3 presents forward looking theoretical research as well as
practical future uses of open innovation each chapter addresses the particular topics by presenting experiences and results gained in real life projects and or by empirical research and clearly states its purpose and how
readers are supposed to benefit from it overall the objectives of this book are to advance and disseminate research on systematic open innovation and to make its results available to practitioners thus the intended target
audience includes the international academic community industrial enterprises and public authorities
The Practitioner's Guide to User Experience Design 2014-07-08 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and
projects
The Handbook of Mobile Middleware 2003-05-26 this encyclopedic reference provides a concise and engaging overview of the groundbreaking inventions and conceptual innovations that have shaped the field of computing and
the technology that runs the modern world each alphabetically ordered entry presents a brief account of a pivotal innovation and the great minds behind it selected from a wide range of diverse topics topics and features
describes the development of babbage s computing machines leibniz s binary arithmetic boole s symbolic logic and von neumann architecture reviews a range of historical analog and digital computers significant mainframes
and minicomputers and pioneering home and personal computers discusses a selection of programming languages and operating systems along with key concepts in software engineering and commercial computing examines
the invention of the transistor the integrated circuit and the microprocessor relates the history of such developments in personal computing as the mouse the gui atari video games and microsoft office surveys innovations in
communications covering mobile phones wifi the internet and world wide e commerce smartphones social media and gps presents coverage of topics on artificial intelligence the atm digital photography and digital music
robotics and wikipedia contains self test quizzes and a helpful glossary this enjoyable compendium will appeal to the general reader curious about the intellectual milestones that led to the digital age as well as to the student
of computer science seeking a primer on the history of their field dr gerard o regan is a cmmi software process improvement consultant with research interests including software quality and software process improvement
mathematical approaches to software quality and the history of computing he is the author of such springer titles as world of computing concise guide to formal methods concise guide to software engineering and guide to
discrete mathematics
Managing Open Innovation Technologies 2018-12-08 the international handbook of e learning volume 2 provides a comprehensive compendium of implementation and practice in all aspects of e learning one of the most
significant ongoing global developments in the entire field of education covering the integration challenges implications and context appropriate use of open education networks blended learning mobile technologies social
media and other platforms in a variety of unique international settings these thirty contributions illustrate the wide ranging applications and solutions made possible by this rapidly growing new paradigm case studies are
driven by empirical research and attention to cultural specificity while future research needs are discussed in relation to both confirmed practice and recent changes in the field the book will be of interest to anyone seeking to
create and sustain meaningful supportive learning environments within today s anytime anywhere framework from teachers administrators and policy makers to corporate and government trainers
InfoWorld 2015-02-20 the second edition of ads to icons examines current and future trends in advertising through 50 updated international case studies of new and iconic advertising campaigns author paul springer identifies
why they were successful and analyses their contribution to the continued development of advertising new digital formats analysed include google s adsense and adwords which reworked their search facility as a revenue
generating advertising service the growing potential of the internet as an advertising vehicle is illustrated this updated new edition includes an online campaign entitled non stop fernando a campaign that exploits the potential
of online film it also features the new nike case study which details nike s third party association with apple ipod through nike and brought together apple s digital know how and music expertise with nike s industry sector
experience the author shows how traditional media have been revitalised by the adoption of revolutionary approaches to their use making the resulting adverts more creative and impactful than before other campaigns have
extended beyond conventional formats including the first personal sms text messaging campaign for cadbury chocolate and levi s creation of a brand character flat eric to drive viral communication before the television
commercials aired finally the impact on the structure of agencies and job functions is discussed illustrated by profiles of industry professionals
The Innovation in Computing Companion 2009-08-03 we are delighted to introduce the proceedings of the 3rd international colloquium on interdisciplinary islamic studies it is annual event hosted and organised by the
graduate school of state islamic university of syarif hidayatullah jakarta it was fully 2 days event 20 21 october 2020 by virtual online mode with 3 keynotes speakers prof abdel aziz moenadil from the university of ibn thufail
maroko prof wael aly sayyed from the university of ain syams cairo mesir and assoc prof aria nakissa ph d from harvard university the proceeding consisted of 41 accepted papers from the total of 81 submission papers the
proceeding consisted of 6 main areas of interdisciplinary islamic studies they are islam and medicine islam and science and technology islam and psychology islam and education quran and hadits and islamic studies with other
various aspects all papers have been scrutinized by a panel of reviewers who provide critical comments and corrections and thereafter contributed to the improvement of the quality of the papers research in islamic studies
and muslim societies today also increasingly uses interdisciplinary methods and approaches in order to produce more objective findings the researchers looked at the need to combine several methods or approaches to an
object of study so that they had additional considerations needed these additional considerations add a more comprehensive perspective in this way in turn they can come up with better findings interdisciplinary islamic
studies dispute that islam is monolithic militaristic and primarily middle eastern we strongly believe that iciis conference has become a good forum for all researcher developers practitioners scholars policy makers especially
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post graduate students to discuss their understandings of current processes and findings as well as to look at possibilities for setting up new trends in sdg and islamic interdisciplinary studies we also expect that the future iciis
conference will be as successful and stimulating as indicated by the contributions presented in this volume
International Handbook of E-Learning Volume 2 2021-04-16 mobile and handheld computing solutions for organizations and end users discusses a broad range of topics in order to advance handheld knowledge and apply
the proposed methods to real world issues for organizations and end users this book brings together researchers and practitioners involved with mobile and handheld computing solutions useful for it students researchers and
scholars
Ads to Icons 2013-01-31 this book presents current research on mobile internet society past research was not able to show a clear analytical framework thus was unable to close in on the fundamental changes in that society
this book however analyzes mobile internet society by introducing the concept of doubling of time and place and the analytical framework of the second offline the emergence of the smartphone has made internet use easier
and now people are constantly using online information in the midst of their daily lives our society is transitioning from the first offline society a society without being connected to internet to the second offline society where
users are connected to the internet at all times in this second offline society our sense of time and place are beginning to change broadcast and communication media have made possible the overlapping of different places
which has been called the doubling of place furthermore virtual reality vr and augmented reality ar technologies have enabled the overlap of different times which this book calls the doubling of time the smartphone makes
both possible with the second offline and the doubling of time and place as keywords the book takes into consideration research that includes among other topics the media usage of young adults selfies education social media
usage mobile games work stations and consumer activity in the mobile internet society
ICIIS 2020 2021-09-01 for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice
monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network
Asia-Pacific Monthly Newsletter September 2010 1994-11-14 a growing heterogeneity of demand the advent of long tail markets exploding product complexities and the rise of creative consumers are challenging companies in
all industries to find new strategies to address these trends mass customization mc has emerged in the last decade as the premier strategy for companies in all branches of industry to profit from heterogeneity of demand and
a broad scope of other customer demands the research and practical experience collected in this book presents the latest thinking on how to make mass customization work more than 50 authors from academia and
management debate on what is viable now what did not work in the past and what lurks just below the radar in mass customization personalization and related fields edited by two leading authorities in the field of mass
customization both volumes of the book discuss among many other themes the latest research and insights on customization strategies product design for mass customization virtual models co design toolkits customization
value measurement open source architecture customization communities and mc supply chains through a number of detailed case studies prominent examples of mass customization are explained and evaluated in larger
context and perspective
Mobile and Handheld Computing Solutions for Organizations and End-Users 2009-12-30 with recent advances in radio frequency identification rfid technology sensor networks and enhanced services the original world wide is
continuing its evolution into what is being called the of things and services such a will support an ultimately interactive environment where everyday physical objects such as buildings sidewalks and commodities become
recognizable addressable and even controllable via a mostly ubiquitous this integration of the physical and virtual worlds will fundamentally impact the way we live and in doing so afford tremendous new business opportunities
with great human benefit such as support services to keep the elderly independent and intelligent traffic management that will cut wasted hours from every day more efficient supply chains improved environmental monitoring
better access to health services the list is endless enabling context aware services methods architectures and technologies compiles the newest developments and advances driving this new age forward with contributions
from leading researchers across the world this pioneering work bridges the gap between context awareness and services a comprehensive presentation of what s already accomplished and what is possible the chapters of this
book are systematically organized into three major sections methods focuses on the principle of context awareness in services and various ways to model those services at the specification level architectures details the
infrastructures frameworks and standards needed to build context aware services technologies presents a cornucopia of techniques adapted from once isolated research areas including semantic database and artificial
intelligence development as well as formal methods being employed to improve the development of context aware services researchers engineers entrepreneurs and educators across any number of fields will find new ideas
worth considering jumping off points for developing improved software and applications and seeds for business ventures that efficiently deliver needed products information or services the possibilities are as limitless as we
dare to imagine
The Second Offline 2010-05-06 this book presents a collection of interrelated research advances in the field of technological entrepreneurship from the perspective of competition in emerging markets featuring contributions
by scholars from different fields of interest it provides a mix of theoretical developments insights and research methods used to uncover the unexplored aspects of competitiveness in emerging markets in an age characterized
by disruptive technologies
Computerworld 2018-05-14 this book states that the seventh information revolution is the intelligent internet and 5g is the foundation of the seventh information revolution this book gives a clear introduction to the three major
scenarios six characteristics core technologies and global landscape of 5g and answers what is true 5g this book also gives an in depth explanation of 5g enabled traditional industries and outlines the profound changes that 5g
will bring to transportation medical industry and agriculture finally the author made bold assumptions about the opportunities and challenges that human society faces in the post 5g era for readers who want to fully
understand 5g this book provides an important reference and is a must have book
Handbook Of Research In Mass Customization And Personalization (In 2 Volumes) - Volume 1: Strategies And Concepts; Volume 2: Applications And Cases 2023-09-05 this lively and fascinating text traces the key developments
in computation from 3000 b c to the present day in an easy to follow and concise manner topics and features ideal for self study offering many pedagogical features such as chapter opening key topics chapter introductions
and summaries exercises and a glossary presents detailed information on major figures in computing such as boole babbage shannon turing zuse and von neumann discusses the earliest computers developed in the united
states germany and britain discusses the development of the ibm 360 family of computers and its importance discusses the invention of the transistor and integrated circuit discusses the birth of the software industry and the
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evolution of human computer interaction reviews the history of programming languages operating systems and software engineering discusses the progress of artificial intelligence discusses the invention of the microprocessor
and the development of home and personal computers examines the impact on society of the introduction of the personal computer the world wide and the development of mobile phone technology discusses smart phones
and social media and the challenge of fake news reviews a miscellany of innovations in the computing field such as cloud computing the internet of things and quantum computing discusses legal aspects of computing and the
professional responsibilities of computer professionals
Enabling Context-Aware Web Services 2021-04-28 this engaging work provides a concise introduction to the exciting world of computing encompassing the theory technology history and societal impact of computer software
and computing devices spanning topics from global conflict to home gaming international business and human communication this text reviews the key concepts unpinning the technology which has shaped the modern world
topics and features introduces the foundations of computing the fundamentals of algorithms and the essential concepts from mathematics and logic used in computer science presents a concise history of computing discussing
the historical figures who made important contributions and the machines which formed major milestones examines the fields of human computer interaction and software engineering provides accessible introductions to the
core aspects of programming languages operating systems and databases describes the internet revolution the invention of the smartphone and the rise of social media as well as the internet of things and cryptocurrencies
explores legal and ethical aspects of computing including issues of hacking and cybercrime and the nature of online privacy free speech and censorship discusses such innovations as distributed systems service oriented
architecture software as a service cloud computing and embedded systems includes key learning topics and review questions in every chapter and a helpful glossary offering an enjoyable overview of the fascinating and broad
ranging field of computing this easy to understand primer introduces the general reader to the ideas on which the digital world was built and the historical developments that helped to form the modern age
Competitiveness in Emerging Markets 2018-04-17 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
The 5G Era 1991-12-23 discusses how digital revolution can be used effectively for development every sector is involved governments academia small and large businesses large corporations inter governmental organizations
and non profits and non governmental organizations
A Brief History of Computing 2010 this multiple volume publication advances the emergent field of mobile computing offering research on approaches observations and models pertaining to mobile devices and wireless
communications from over 400 leading researchers provided by publisher
World of Computing 2008-11-30
InfoWorld 2003-06-29
ICT4D Information Communication Technology for Development
Mobile Computing: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Advances in Artificial Intelligence. PRICAI 2000 Workshop Reader
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